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New to the list are the 2003 Mazda 6 and the 2006 B-series pickup; additional Mazdas from previously noted model years ... the 2005–2008 Infiniti FX; 2006–2010 Infiniti M; 2007–2009 Versa ...
The automaker has announced that it will have its first electric vehicles based on the "e:Architecture" by model year 2024 ... which has plans to release a series of EVs that ride on the same ...
(20-05-2021) Renault has enhanced the range of its popular Captur crossover with a series of new trim levels and further engine ... the manufacturer, the model, and any other specifications that you ...
Whether it be Lincoln, Cadillac, Acura, Infiniti, Maserati ... this damages the residual values of the cars and thus the brand. I’m sure the Genesis management will face similar pressures ...
Infiniti M Model Y51 Series
Turns out, if you’re shopping for a lightly-used luxury sports coupe, you’ve got at least 3 compelling options on modern models that are showing strong signs of being solid second-hand buys. I’ll give ...
These modern used luxury coupes show promising reliability
Model year 2014 brought a name change to Q70. Styling was facelifted for 2015, which also marked the introduction of a long-wheelbase Q70L model.
Infiniti M
The Infiniti G25 is the base model in the G lineup ... the G one of the few luxury cars to credibly challenge the BMW 3 Series’ handling prowess. Decent performance from a small-displacement ...
2012 INFINITI G25
Shared with the 7-series sedan, it replaced the previously ... hasn't altered the arcane logic of BMW's still-mystifying model designations). The Mercedes E550 also enjoys a substantial power ...
Tested: 2007 Luxury Performance Sedan Comparison
Honda North America's vehicles have the lowest average actual service and warranty costs for non-premium brands and are tied with Toyota Motor Corp.'s Lexus brand among premium brands, according to ...
Toyota Motor Corp. has Four Segment-Leading Vehicles in Inaugural We Predict DeepviewTM True Cost Report
Reports about the Nissan on the other hand indicate the new Z (the base model, at least) will stay below the $40,000 price range. More points on the board for Nissan. The Infiniti coupe's styling ...
The 2021 Infiniti Q60 Holds The Key To The Toyota Supra’s Defeat
The automaker has announced that it will have its first electric vehicles based on the "e:Architecture" by model year 2024 ... which has plans to release a series of EVs that ride on the same ...
Here Are Automakers' Plans for Adding More Electric Vehicles to Their Lineups
New to the list are the 2003 Mazda 6 and the 2006 B-series pickup; additional Mazdas from previously noted model years ... the 2005–2008 Infiniti FX; 2006–2010 Infiniti M; 2007–2009 Versa ...
Massive Takata Airbag Recall: Everything You Need to Know, Including Full List of Affected Vehicles
Whether it be Lincoln, Cadillac, Acura, Infiniti, Maserati ... this damages the residual values of the cars and thus the brand. I’m sure the Genesis management will face similar pressures ...
'Patience will be key to Genesis' success in Europe'
We're a far cry away from the Tesla Model 3's admired "$35,000" price. As of Friday, Tesla has jacked up prices yet again on the Model 3 and its Model Y SUV cousin. Before any additional options ...
Tesla prices continue to climb, Model 3 now over $41,000 to start
(20-05-2021) Renault has enhanced the range of its popular Captur crossover with a series of new trim levels and further engine ... the manufacturer, the model, and any other specifications that you ...
Used cars for sale in Liverpool, Merseyside
Still one of the best sports sedans on the market, the BMW 3 Series continues into the 2015 model year with only a ... including Luxury, Sport and M Sport, each with its own unique exterior ...
2015 BMW 328 Gran Turismo
GET AN ONLINE CAR INSURANCE QUOTE The new 2016 BMW 340i xDrive is the best non-M 3 Series ever created. In fact, choosing between this model and ... earlier and the new Infiniti Q50 Red Sport ...
2016 BMW 340i xDrive M Performance Review
In our ongoing series, The Essence of Z-ness ... In 2013, he became a Design Director of Nissan and Infiniti brands at Nissan Design America and, in 2016, was named Program Design Director ...
The Essence of Z-ness #2: Shinichiro Irie, Program Designer Director of Z Proto
but I’m compelled first to issue a caveat regarding what might charitably be called teething pains for this new model: Consumer reviews of this new Cadillac on Cars.com — which typically are ...
2019 Cadillac XT4
This summer Hyundai's premium brand, Genesis, finally launches in Europe after a series of false starts ... Most recently Nissan's Infiniti brand is a case in point. Its arrival in Europe was ...
Plant Oxford pay niggle, BMW EVs, Nissan red ink - the week
Upstarts such as Tesla and its direct-sales model are challenging the established ... at $1,399; and BMW M, which costs $2,699 and offers access to the automaker’s top-of-the-line M performance ...
Complete Guide To Car Subscriptions
The Mercedes-Benz E-Class and BMW 5-Series were seen as foreigners ... took place as new Japanese brands like Acura, Lexus and Infiniti arrived on the scene. From them, the best was yet to ...
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